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1983 Château Laville Haut-Brion, Graves  

Laville Haut-Brion is arguably the greatest dry white wine in Bordeaux.  No more than 

1,000 cases per year are produced from a tiny and exclusive 3.7ha vineyard with an   

average vine age of over 50 years. The vines are planted on gravelly clay soils laying 

over a bedrock of chalky sand. The wines have a rounded, polished style with flavours of 

pear, melon & sometimes smoke. Well balanced with good acidity they are fresh and full 

of character with remarkable longevity and can be cellared for more than 30 years.  It is 

a blend of 70% Sémillon & 30% Sauvignon Blanc - the grapes are barrel-fermented & the 

wine matured in 100% new oak barriques for 15-18 months before bottling. The wine is 

complex on the nose and almost lusciously rich on the palate, with strong mineral    

overtones and a long finish.   Laville Haut-Brion is classified as a Graves Cru Classé.   

The earliest known vintage of Chateau Laville Haut-Brion is the 1928, labelled Chateau 

La Mission Haut-Brion.  That practice continued for 3 years. In 1931, the new label read;  

Chateau Laville Terroir du Haut-Brion, Premier Cru de Graves.  That changed in 1934 to 

Chateau Laville Haut-Brion.  But the 2008 vintage was the last under this name, and as 

of 2009, the wine has reverted to its original name, La Mission Haut-Brion Blanc. 

1983 - Sauternes / Bordeaux Blanc - The best vintage since 1976 & also a highly successful 

year in the sweet wine communes. The weather was hot & dry in June & July, although 

rain in August & early September did not help growers.   But then followed a period of 

misty mornings followed by warm sunny afternoons, this continued throughout most of 

October. Only small quantities of fine wines were produced, with the top wines being 

powerful, concentrated, & richly aromatic, with good structure & balance.  (B.B.R)    

 

Notes : ______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

1970 Moet & Chandon, Dom Perignon, Champagne 

“It was Dom Grossard, the last cellar master at the Benedictine Abbey of 

Hautvillers, who started the persistent rumour that one of his predecessors, 

Dom Pérignon, had invented  Champagne.  But although Dom Pérignon is 

still occasionally credited in the press as the inventor of Champagne, today 

no well-researched writer or historian believes Grossard's  fabrication.  The 

Dom Pérignon brand was originally owned by Champagne Mercier, but it 

had never been used, and it came to Moët as part of Francine Durand-

Mercier's dowry when she married Comte Paul Chandon-Moët in 1927. 

Curiously, the first vintage of Dom Pérignon was 1921, harvested six years 

prior to the brands acquisition.   Former Cellarmaster Richard Geoffroy 

believes that great Champagne slowly evolves through three levels of    

plénitude (literally "fullness," but think "depth, length, mellowness and 

complexity").  He says the first plénitude occurs when a Champagne is 

newly released (typically brioche, citrus fruit, honey, and mild spices); the 

second happens at approximately 12-15 years of age when toast, nuts,   

biscuit, chocolate, and spices come into play and the third materializes   

after 20 years or more when it yields a deeper, more powerful flavour of 

leather, spices, cigars, and blossoms, with nuances of sandalwood, musk, new leather, truffles, and spices.  

1970 (Champagne) - A cold spring, but conditions improved until rains fell during June. Summer was warm, with 

sunny periods, punctuated by enough rain to keep the crop from drying out too much.   A classic year which 

produced finely structured wines with great depth of flavour.   A Four Star Vintage (Decanter) 

 

Notes :______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 



1917 Château Latour 

(Pauillac, 1er Grand Cru Classé) 

The legendary First Growth estate of Château Latour lies at the very south-eastern tip of 

the  commune of Pauillac in the Médoc region to the north-west of Bordeaux, at its   

border with Saint-Julien, and only a few hundred metres from the banks of the Gironde 

estuary.  The estate produces just 3 red wines, the Grand Vin is the focus, plus since 1966 

there has been a second wine ‘Les Forts de Latour’, and a third wine released every year 

since 1990 simply named "Pauillac”.  The estate has 78ha of vineyard, of which 47ha 

near the château are termed l'Enclos.  The Grand Vin of Château Latour is typically 75% 

Cabernet Sauvignon &  20% Merlot, with the balance being Petit Verdot & Cabernet 

Franc, with a typical annual production of 18,000 cases.  The rich and complex history of 

the estate dates from 1331, when Pons, the Seigneur of Castillon, allowed one of the 

most prosperous families in the Medoc to create a fortress in the area of Saint-Lambert. 

That design included the original (now gone)  landmark tower that Chateau Latour is 

famous for today.   As for the wine….  It’s full bodied, powerful, tannic, pure, and     

sophisticated in its style.  Filled with cassis, earth, truffle, spice & tobacco flavours,  Latour 

require decades to fully develop, the results are usually very special.   

As World War One ended in 1918, so heavy was the weight of crisis that is was estimated 

some 20 great châteaux were sold between 1918 and 1920.  Two notable exceptions 

were the Rothschilds at Lafite and Château Latour, under the sound leadership of Hubert 

de Beaumont and the good management of régisseur Daniel Jouet.     

1917 (Bordeaux) — In the southwest of France a little further from the action of firefights 

and mortar shells, the varietals in Bordeaux were harvested and processed literally on the 

backs of women, children, and the men who were too old to fight. While difficult to find 

any regional weather details during war vintages, the 1917 Bordeaux vintage is described 

as ‘a good vintage, but production was down substantially, so the wines are very rare.”    

 

Notes : ______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

???? Mystery Wine  

 

Notes : ______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

1937 Château Latour 

1937 - A very hot year with average rainfall, A vintage that is often described as too   

tannic and hard, and in many cases this is true, however a number of wines have finally  

turned out quite attractive, I have been very impressed with Mouton & Latour.  It just 

goes to show that the hard tannic wines of certain vintages of Bordeaux will often come 

around if one only has enough patience to wait.   (Paulson Rare Wine)    

 

Notes : ______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 



1952 Château Latour 

1952 -  The vintage got off to a good start with a warm and dry 

spring & summer.  June spiked up to 37C at the end of the month 

but the nights were cool.  July was even better on average,         

although the heat spikes only reached 33C at the beginning of the 

month. August delivered more of the same, then September really 

cooled down, with a high of just 24C at the beginning of the 

month.  At this point, things were looking good.  However, when 

it came time to harvest, the weather changed to cold and rainy, 

Those producers able to harvest before the torrential rains fell did 

well, but due to the cold and rainy weather, many vintners, espe-

cially in the Left Bank had to pick early, before the fruit had the 

chance to fully ripen.  Rated ‘89 - Very Good’  by Wine Spectator 

 

Notes :_______________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

1964 Château Latour 

1964  - Very Good.  Heavy, but localised rain in the middle of the 

harvest, mainly in Pauillac and St-Estephe caught out some major  

Châteaux.  The best 64’s were made to the south of the Medoc, 

and in Graves. Of all the producers from the Medoc, Château 

Latour made probably the best wine in 1964.   4 Stars  (Broadbent) 

 

Notes :________________________________________________ 

 

 

______________________________________________________ 

1962 Château Latour (Magnum) 

1962 - Conditions were cold and rainy from winter onwards right through to the end  of 

May.  June’s good weather developed into an extremely hot summer, although a        

reasonable degree of rainfall prevented drought from developing. Good weather         

continued throughout the late harvest, which began on 9 Oct. The highest successful strike 

rate was in St Julien, followed by Pauillac.  Graves was also excellent for the top crus.   

In Pauillac, Lafite, Mouton and Latour (the last produced before the sale to the Pearson 

Group) are all outstanding.    A Four Star Vintage  (Decanter) 

 

Notes :_________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 



1970 Château Latour 

1970 -  Although wintry conditions lasted until relatively late in the 

year, by the time flowering took place, the weather had improved.  

July saw drought conditions. August was changeable, with rainy, cool 

periods punctuated by hot intervals.  A stormy & cold start to Septem-

ber was followed by a run of hot, sunny days that lasted into the start 

of the  harvest in October.  It was one of those years when  everything 

seemed to go right and quality was consistent in all the regions.           

A great year for rich, complex claret.  A Five Star Vintage (Decanter) 

 

Notes :_________________________________________________ 

 
 

________________________________________________________ 

1983 Château Latour 

1983 - An unexceptional winter was succeeded by a cool, damp spring. 

The flowering had a good start in a warmish early June, but cool 

weather followed. The temperatures picked up in early July and carried 

on through August but, even though the weather was particularly hot, 

a good deal of rain fell as well. Drier conditions took over in the latter 

half of August, but temperatures dropped too. A fine September led 

into a good harvest in early October.  Another outstandingly good  

vintage in Bordeaux.  A Four Star Vintage  (Decanter) 

 

Notes :_________________________________________________ 

 

 

_______________________________________________________ 

1959 Château Latour 

1959 - Bordeaux wine from 1959 is the product of a close to perfect growing season from 

start to finish. The summer was warm, reasonably dry and filled with sunshine. The perfect 

amount of rain arrived at just the right moment, in mid September, allowing the grapes to 

reach optimal maturity and ripeness.  A truly great and legendary vintage in Bordeaux. 

The 1959’s have evolved at a glacial pace and display the effects of a classic hot, dry year, 

with just enough rain to keep the vineyards from being stressed.  Their colours have      

remained impressively opaque and dark, notable in comparison to the more brown and  

orange displayed in many aged 1961’s. The wines are full bodied, high in alcohol and     

opulent, with lower acidity and high degrees of tannins and extract.  The vintage was   

considered to be drinkable on release by consumers in the early 60’s, while 1961, due to its 

concentrated, tannic style, was laid down in cellars as collectors knew those wines required 

patience. That’s why 1961 is easier to find, while 1959 Bordeaux remains elusive. 

 

Notes :__________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 



1945 Château La Tour Blanche,     

Bommes, Sauternes 

This Premier Cru Classé Sauternes estate takes its name from its 18th Century 

founder, Jean Saint-Marc du Latourblanche, Treasurer General to Louis XIV.  

Its current tale begins in the early 20th Century when then owner              

Daniel 'Osiris' Iffla bequeathed the château to the French Government, with 

the proviso that it be turned into a Wine School. After a period of Gallic   

humming and hawing, the Ministry of Agriculture agreed, and created the     

La Tour Blanche School of Viticulture & Oenology.   Construction was       

completed in 1911.   Despite its unusual status, Château La Tour Blanche is run 

by genuinely experienced Bordeaux personnel.  The vineyard consists of        

91 hectares planted in 83% Sémillon, 12% Sauvignon Blanc &  5% Muscadelle. 

The terroir is a mix of gravel, clay, sand and limestone.  

1945  (Sauternes) - 1945 Bordeaux wine deserves its well earned fame.          

Of course, the fact that it’s the victory vintage, following the end of World 

War 2 only adds to its legendary status. The deep, winter freeze helped reduce 

yields naturally which added immense concentration to 1945 Bordeaux 

wine.  Growing conditions were close to perfect from start to finish.  Also of 

note is that the 1945 harvest took place during the war and was made by 

women, which some believe was the secret of that successful vintage.   

 

Thank You for attending this RareWineDinners event, we look forward to seeing you again! 

Notes :____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 


